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I visited Chilla on a Sunday afternoon, and met with the children, Anil, Roja and the Sunita 

who helps out at the project. 

Updates 
The project has not taken in any new children over the last year. There are 12 children 

staying at Chilla (I met 10 of them) and 5 who are staying elsewhere but actively supported by 

Chilla. 

 

Children at Chilla, with Roja, Anil and their son 

 

In terms of infrastructure, a study-hall (pictured below) that was under construction has been 

completed, and has turned out to be very useful. 



 

 

Chilla has been attempting to achieve some amount of self-sufficiency by producing local fish, 

vegetables and rice on their own land. After initial set-backs, these efforts are now starting 

to pay back. Anil told me that the tank has about 300 fish (out of a capacity of 2000) that and 

a crop of rice is almost ready to harvest. 

 

The fish tank and the rice field (to the right) 

 

 

 

Chilla was supported by Asha’s WAH 2014 (with funds released in 2015). The study hall and 

the farming initiatives mentioned above were items supported by WAH. Another item that was 

part of the WAH proposal for self-sustainability was a plan to start an “Eco-friendly Product 

Manufacturing Unit” and training underprivileged women in the neighbourhood to use this 

facility, in collaboration with National Institute of Design. While the trainees were identified 

and a few workshops were held, this plan turned out to be too complicated logistically. There 

was also some uncertainty as to how the manufactured products can be sold without violating 

FCRA restrictions. Currently this project stands abandoned. The funds allocated for this 

project has been repurposed for the other expenses of Chilla. 

 



A major new initiative Chilla and its children have been part of since 2016 is a “Centre for 

Life Skills Education.” The centre conducts an extensive summer camp, for about 20 students 

including a few of Chilla’s children as well as underprivileged children selected from the 

government school (where Chilla’s children are studying, and Anil is part of the PTA). 

 

Chilla has typically benefited a lot from volunteers and interns contributing to the running of 

the home. Last year they had a volunteer tutoring the children after finishing his engineering 

degree, but since then he has moved on to a job. The children continue to attend tuition 

classes, interact with visitors and take part in several other activities, in addition to attending 

regular school. 

 

One of the children at Chilla had the opportunity to act in a play in the prestigious 

International Theater Festival of Kerala, and win a medal! Also, he and some of the other 

children at Chilla are currently part of a feature film under production. 

 

On the way back from Chilla, I stopped by at the place of a friend of Chilla, Dr. Deepa 

Gopinath. She was hosting a “send-off party” for Kiran, who grew up in Chilla since 2004. 

Kiran arrived at Chilla as an illiterate child, despite being in the 5th standard. He ended up 

clearing high school and enrolling for a diploma in a polytechnic. After finishing his course 

there, he has managed to find a job (through Chilla’s friends) at an engineering firm in Dubai. 

He was flying out the day after. I had a chance to congratulate him and wish him the best. 

 

Two other students from Chilla are now at a similar stage in their life. Ayana (who was 

mentioned in the site-visit report from 2013 as preparing for an entrance exam) is now close 

to finishing a BTech course. Aneesh dropped out of a diploma course in a polytechnic in 

favour of a technical job in a firm in Bengaluru. 

 

Challenges 
An immediate challenge facing Chilla is to secure more sources of income. Chilla’s 

“sustainability” project (one of the items supported  by WAH 2014) is likely to help a little in 

terms of reducing the expenditure on food, it does not provide a significant means of income. 

A small Swedish group who is currently supporting Chilla is likely to scale down/wind up their 

operations, and this will put significant stress on Chilla. Asha remains their major source of 

funding. 

 

A second source of concern is regarding new regulatory requirements being enacted. Chilla is 

registered as a children’s home under the Juvenile Justice (JJ) act. However, the fitness 

requirements in the act mandate having a larger space (and apparently is designed for larger 

homes, with at least 25 children). Chilla owns a small house and it will be very expensive to 

expand/rebuild it. Renting a large enough house will require about Rs. 6 Lakhs a year, which 



is beyond Chilla’s means as of now. This is one of the key concerns for Anil and Roja, as they 

expect the JJ act (which they support general) to be strictly implemented soon. 

 

On the other hand, if they could indeed secure a larger home and grow accordingly (~25 

children staying there), then they could approach the government (under provisions in the JJ 

act) to support the children and additional staff. 

 

A third concern is regarding the funding of the “Centre for Life Skill Education” that Chilla has 

launched. While the centre has been a great success and received much media/political 

attention and support in kind from several well-wishers and volunteers, it has caused some 

financial burden on Chilla. Some of the initial stakeholders (e.g., a team of MBA students 

from IIM Kozhikode) have moved on after the success of the first year of this initiative. But 

given its success, Chilla is keen on continuing it. But for this they will need to raise a steady 

source of funding (in addition to the funding for Chilla). 


